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KEEPING WITH UNITY
GBC EQUIPPING HOUR | MAY 17, 2020 

Class 6 - Unity Goals & Challenges with 9 Marks Ministries & 
T4G (Together for the Gospel) 

 
 

PURPOSE: Local church and global church sustainability. 
 

Introduction 
 

Q: Can a local church be healthy and still not be unified? A: That really 
depends on how you define “healthy.” If “healthy” means only individual 
spiritual growth then it leaves the corporate health issue open to question. 
Mark Dever, Pastor of Capitol Hill Baptist Church in Washington D.C., has 
done perhaps more than any other writer in addressing this issue. 
 

I.  Expository Preaching (John 12:49 and Jeremiah 23:16) 

 A.  Attainable Goals with Expository Preaching 
   

  Praise the Lord when you have a good portion of the 
  church knowing their Bibles! In this we “excel still  
  more.” Expository preaching is now a familiar term. 
    

 B.  Foreseeable Challenges with Expository Preaching 
 

  There is an expectation in Baptist culture that the  
  preacher is “gonna bring in the Kingdom” in his revivalist 
  preaching. Most settings in the Bible are not like this. 
    

II.  Biblical Theology (John 5:39 and Titus 2:1-8)  

 A. Attainable Goals with Biblical Theology 
 

  The idea of all things being summed up in Christ Jesus is 
  not a far off notion from our church culture.   
 

 B.  Foreseeable Challenges with Biblical Theology 
 

  Every aspect of biblical theology leads to some kind of 
  believer’s response. Truth isn’t to be bottled up in an 
  ivory tower. An old saying: “execution is king.”         
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III.  The Gospel (also, T4G Conference) (2 Cor. 5:21 & Rev. 14:6-7)  

 

 A. Attainable Goals with the Gospel 
 

  Exalting Christs more.   
 

 B.  Foreseeable Challenges with the Gospel 
 

  When our flesh gets in the way we can easily make the 
  gospel primarily about our story rather than God’s story; 
  in fact, God’s story arrived on the scene long before us.         
 

IV.  Conversion (Romans 8:1 and Mark 1:15)  

 A. Attainable Goals with Conversion 
 

  Historically, evangelicals have championed justification 
  by faith. The call “to believe” already resounds from our 
  hymns and praise songs.  
 

 B.  Foreseeable Challenges with Conversion 
 

  In mainline evangelicalism there has been a long  
  standing tendency towards what might be called  
  ‘conversion-lite.’ This is where one may have double 
  allegiances to Christ and, as well, to his/her own fleshly 
  desires. Thus, false professions of faith abound in the 
  church and no one feels compelled to call it out. 
 

V.  Evangelism (Romans 10:14-17)  

 A. Attainable Goals with Evangelism 
 

  Testimonies of Christian love and grace circulate within 
  the church and spill out into everyday life.  
 

 B.  Foreseeable Challenges with Evangelism 
 

  How do you tell people about the wrath of God against 
  sinners? Do you just blurt it out? Do you cultivate a  
  friendship before telling them the “bad news?” The good 
  news is truly glorious when contrasted to grim alternative.  
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VI.  Church Membership (1 Corinthians 5:12-13) 

 A. Attainable Goals with Church Membership 
 

  Thankfully, more believers are now seeing “church” not 
  so much as a building, but as an organism -a living body. 
  Also, as the world dives more into debauchery Christians 
  will rely more on solid fellow believers for accountability. 
 

 B.  Foreseeable Challenges with Church Membership 
   

  In people’s minds church membership may wrongly be 
  put on the level of doctrine and ordinances (e.g. “adding 
  to my salvation,” “making up a new ritual-law”). Actually it 
  is more a necessary means of communication. It doesn’t 
  replace communion; it celebrates communion on the local 
  level and in harmony with the local church leaders. 
   

VII.  Church Discipline (Matthew 18:15-20) 

 A. Attainable Goals with Church Discipline 
 

  Similar to the terms “expository preaching” and  
  “systematic theology,” more believers are understanding 
  the term “church discipline” (see above cross-reference). 
  Most understand that nobody wants to administrate it. 
  The goal of church discipline is doctrinal and moral purity. 
 

 B.  Foreseeable Challenges with Church Discipline 
   

  Too often church discipline isn’t carried out to the third 
  phase when in fact it should be. People fall through the 
  cracks. Onlookers watch with indifference thinking,  
  “nothing means much.” 
   

VIII.  Discipleship (Philippians 4:9; Galatians 6:2) 

 A. Attainable Goals with Discipleship 

 
 

  Building on our Christology : “But grow in the grace and 

  knowledge of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.” 
                                                     - 2 Peter 3:18a 
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 B.  Foreseeable Challenges with Discipleship 
   

  It’s twofold: (1) admitting “I need discipleship” and (2) not 
  coming into it with inflated expectations or demands. 
  

IX.  Church Leadership (Hebrews 13:7; Acts 14:23) 

 A. Attainable Goals with Church Leadership 
 

  Just to have people who are willing to hear you teach 
  from God’s Word every Sunday –it is a blessing in of 
  itself. Generally speaking, as the quality of the teaching 
  increases, pastors should have a more connected 
  shepherding role in the lives of their congregants. 
 

 B.  Foreseeable Challenges with Church Leadership 
   

  Relevant to this course, the greatest challenge of Pastors
  is seeing the whole church rally around these nine marks 
  listed above. The true health of the church is at stake. 
 

Conclusion 
 

From the 9marks.org website: “At 9Marks, we help pastors, future 
pastors, and church members see what a biblical church looks like, and 
to take practical steps for becoming one. Our goal is to see churches 
characterized by nine biblical marks of a healthy church. Why these 
nine? Because sadly, they’re too often assumed or ignored in 
evangelical churches.” 
 

Keeping with Unity Course Outline: 
 

 The Ascent of Unity (Psalm 133) 

 The Depth of Unity (John 17:20-23) 

 The Body of Unity (Ephesians 4:1-16) 

 Unity Goals & Challenges with Ligonier Ministries 

 Unity Goals & Challenges with the Southern Baptist Convention 

 Unity Goals & Challenges with 9 Marks Ministries & T4G 

 Unity Goals & Challenges with The Gospel Coalition 


